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EVALUATION OUTLINE

• Scope of Work and Process

• Background on City of Chester Parking Contracts

• Typical Processes for Public-Sector Procurement of Parking Equipment and Parking
Asset Monetization Transactions

• Evaluation of the Chester Parking Contracts Using Industry Best Practices
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SCOPE OF WORK AND PROCESS
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WALKER’S SCOPE OF WORK

• Conduct a limited review of the City of Chester’s contracts with PFS VII LLC, focusing on how terms
within the agreement align with parking industry best practices.

• To the extent possible, evaluate clauses in the agreement as to whether they are in-line with
parking industry best practices and comment on what is typical in similar municipal/public-sector
parking systems.

• Compare and contrast the revenue sharing arrangement within the City of Chester’s contracts with
other parking monetization transactions involving publicly-owned parking assets.

• Describe the typical steps involved in the procurement of new parking meter equipment by a
municipality/public-sector owner.
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ABOUT WALKER CONSULTANTS

Walker Consultants provides planning, design, engineering, forensics, restoration, and consulting for
the built environment, with a focus on parking and mobility. Our experts have been advancing industry
standards since we began in 1965.

From our network of 24 office locations,
our team of professionals brings
experience working in all 50 states and
50 foreign countries. That team includes
former municipal and private parking
operators, urban planners, engineers,
technology specialists, and architects,
among others.
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ABOUT ERIC HAGGETT

Eric Haggett is a financial specialist with Walker Consultants who provides parking system financial,
operations, planning, and management consulting services to both public and private clients.

Over the past 14 years, Mr. Haggett has been actively involved in nearly every
public parking system monetization transaction in the U.S. In addition, Mr.
Haggett has helped develop downtown parking plans, evaluated public and
private parking operations, consulted on parking technology procurements, and
evaluated municipal parking policy and zoning regulations, among other
projects.

Mr. Haggett is also an active member of the International Parking and Mobility
Institute, serving on its Mobility Task Force, and is also a certified Parksmart
Advisor and LEED Green Associate.
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OVERVIEW OF WALKER’S PROCESS

• Reviewed the Master Asset Management Agreement, Amended and Restated Assignment, Funding 
and Management Agreement, and Amended and Restated Master Asset Management Agreement.

• Reviewed the exhibits to the various agreements including the Parking Solution Proposal, Servicer 
Agreement between GATSO and PFS VII LLC, Default Premium Schedule, Buyout Schedule, Assigned 
Parking Assets, among others.

• Identified key clauses within the agreements and other documents related to the operations of the 
Assigned Parking Assets. 

• Reviewed parking management agreements from other municipalities, as well as public universities.

• Reviewed agreements from parking asset monetization transactions involving municipalities and 
public universities.

• Reviewed other public-sector equipment procurement contracts.

• Compared the City of Chester’s parking agreement with those executed by other public-sector 
entities.

• Identified areas in which the City’s parking agreement deviates from parking industry best practices.
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BACKGROUND ON CITY OF CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS
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BACKGROUND ON THE CITY OF CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS

From the April 2021 Amended Receiver’s Recovery Plan and the contract documents:

• On April 25, 2018, the City and PFS VII LLC (the Manager) entered into two 10-year contracts by
which the Manager agreed to finance, construct, and install equipment and improvements to
manage City parking assets; the agreements (Amended and Restated Master Asset Management
Agreement [“Master Agreement”] and the Amended and Restated Assignment, Funding and
Management Agreement [“Funding Agreement”]) were both amended on September 5, 2018.

• In addition to an ongoing share of the profits, the City would also receive an advance payment of $1
million once certain thresholds were met, related to the installation of on-street parking meters.
The advance payment was to be “reimbursable…out of Collections on the Assigned Parking Assets”
otherwise due to the City, per Section 4 of the Master Agreement.

• The Manager would be responsible to finance, install, operate, maintain, and enforce parking
regulations at 1,500 on-street metered and surface lot parking spaces throughout downtown and
around Widener University, including at least 5 parking lots.

• After the Manager’s expenses were paid, the remaining annual revenues would be split between
the Manager and the City based on a pre-determined schedule.
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BACKGROUND ON THE CITY OF CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS (CONTINUED)

• At the end of the 10-year term, the City would own the improvements to the surface parking lots,
the parking meter technology, and other equipment assets.

• The contracts stipulate significant payments from the City to the Manager in the event of default by
the City or if the City wishes to terminate the contracts for any reason.

Exhibits from the Master Agreement
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TYPICAL PROCESSES FOR PUBLIC-SECTOR PROCUREMENT OF PARKING 
EQUIPMENT AND PARKING ASSET MONETIZATION TRANSACTIONS
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TYPICAL PROCESS FOR PUBLIC-SECTOR PROCUREMENT OF PARKING EQUIPMENT

I. Define the characteristics of the parking facility, facilities, or system for which equipment is being 
procured.

o This includes the number of spaces being controlled, entrance and exit points, payment 
methods to be accepted, hour of operation, operating methodology, users served, etc. 

II. Develop performance specifications for the parking equipment and associated software, including 
minimum standards for ongoing service and response times for maintenance requests.

III. Issue a Request for Proposals to solicit bids from qualified equipment vendors, based on the 
performance specifications, following the city’s/institution’s defined procurement process.

IV. Interview potential equipment providers and participate in demonstrations of each vendor’s 
proposed solutions.

V. Select preferred vendor and negotiate final terms of the procurement including cost and 
installation schedule.

VI. Post installation, participate in testing and quality control checks of the equipment to ensure that 
it operates as intended.

VII. Work with vendor to ensure smooth integration with existing hardware and software and to 
resolve any issues that may arise.
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC-SECTOR PARKING ASSET MONETIZATION TRANSACTIONS

• Internal financial analyses are conducted by the city to determine a potential value for the
transaction, most often involving a financial advisor and/or specialty consultant with experience in
these transactions.

o Sets realistic goals for expected financial performance and minimum upfront and/or ongoing
payments.

• Transactions/procurement of services conducted on a competitive basis.

o Typically, a multi-step process involving solicitation of qualifications, followed by identification
of potential bidders, lengthy due diligence process by qualified and interested bidders,
submission of non-binding offers by bidders, team interviews, selection of preferred partner,
negotiation of final transaction terms, agreement on financial price, financial closing, and
orderly transition of operations.

• Minimum financial and operational qualifications must be met including experience with parking
systems of similar size, complexity, etc.

• City has input into minimum requirements/qualifications for the selected parking operator.
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC-SECTOR PARKING ASSET MONETIZATION TRANSACTIONS
(CONTINUED)

• City has input regarding the specifics of the operation including minimum requirements for hiring,
standard operating procedures, hours of operation, physical condition of facilities, reporting
requirements, etc.

• Major stakeholders in the transaction are involved from early on, especially concerning major
changes to operations, rates, etc.

• Agreements include language allowing the city to remove the operator or request the operator be
removed if minimum performance standards are not met.

• Assets included in the transaction are clearly defined before closing.

o This includes legal descriptions of off-street parking facilities/land used for parking, detailed
inventories of existing equipment and software, etc. to be included in agreements.

• A method/procedure is established for determining the value of spaces removed from service – this
is not left open for negotiation as these situations arise.

• The agreements provide as much certainty regarding policies, procedures, etc. as possible, to avoid
future ambiguity.
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC-SECTOR PARKING ASSET MONETIZATION TRANSACTIONS
(CONTINUED)

• Agreements include a method for calculating default and buyout payment amounts based on the
projected financial impact on the private partner and city at the time.

• Intended use(s) of upfront and/or ongoing funds are clearly defined and often matched with the
duration of the transaction – the aim is to avoid spending the proceeds from a long-term
transaction only on short-term needs.
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EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS 
USING INDUSTRY BEST-PRACTICES
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EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES

Based on Walker’s review of the documents, comparison of the contracts with other parking 
management agreements and parking asset concession agreements, and our industry experience, we 
identified the following issues with the City of Chester contracts:

1. The contracts include no representation of the cost of the meters and technology systems.

o This is basic information that is typically included in similar contracts.

▪ Approximate costs of some of the technologies proposed by the Manager are as follows:

- Single-Space Meter: $250-$500/space

- Single-Space Meter Pole and Installation: $200/space

- Automated License Plate Recognition (ALPR) Enforcement System: $40,000 (excluding 
vehicle)

- Handheld Enforcement Unit: $5,000 per unit
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EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)

2. The cost for the City to buyout the contracts does not correspond with the upfront investment 
made by the Manager.

o Breaking a contract for equipment, enforcement hardware, etc. typically requires the city to 
compensate the vendor for the outstanding cost of the system(s) that have not already been 
paid (or the unamortized cost) or returning the equipment and paying reasonable costs 
associated with refurbishing the equipment for resale.

▪ The typical useful life for parking meter equipment and enforcement technology is less 
than 10 years, with advances in technology shortening that timeline.

▪ As the equipment approaches obsolescence, its value diminishes dramatically.

Exhibit “F” from the Master Agreemento Based on the number of spaces 
included in the Chester contracts, as 
well as industry standard costs for 
parking meter and enforcement 
hardware and software, the buyout 
amounts included in Exhibit “F” seem 
excessive.
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3. The contracts provide very little definition as to what the Manager’s costs are and how Project 
Revenue is reduced before distributing the City’s share.

o Certain costs are only defined as a percentage of Collections, with no caps or limits, including 
the Servicer Fee and fees payable to Transportation Services Consultants LLC, which is an 
entity affiliated with the Manager.

o Maintenance expenses required to be paid by the Manager are also deducted but are not 
estimated or defined in the contracts.

o Collections are also reduced by “…principal and interest on the indebtedness…,” which 
includes “…return of capital contributions…” to members of the Manager.

▪ No detail is provided related to these principal and interest payments and there are no 
defined caps or limits.

o Both parking management contracts and parking asset concession contracts define these 
costs or, at a minimum, impose caps or limits on such costs. 

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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Excerpt from the Funding Agreement

Salaries and Wages Operator 1 Operator 2 Operator 3 Operator 4

Staffing (Form C) 88,534         160,192       93,543         117,302       

Hourly Rate 22.70$         20.00$         22.77$         20.51$         

Sub- Total - Staffing Form C 88,534         160,192       93,543         117,302       

Sub-Total - Salaries and Wages 88,534$       160,192$     93,543$       117,302$     

Total - Annual Hours 3,900 8,008 4,108 5,720

Payroll Tax & Fringe Benefits

Vacation & Sick Pay 7,876           17,738         6,689           3,009           

Payroll Taxes 13,039         27,632         14,079         12,581         

Health/Welfare/Benefits 34,467         68,325         42,635         59,591         

Workers' Compensation 5,397           10,081         4,109           4,640           

Sub-Total - Payroll Tax & Fringe Benefits 60,779$       123,776$     67,512$       79,821$       

Total - Salaries, Tax, Fringe & Worker's Compensation 149,313$     283,968$     161,055$     197,123$     

Other Expenses

Uniforms & Laundry -$                 1,150$         833$            250$            

Garage Supplies 450              660              1,800           

Office Supplies 450              1,140           1,320           900              

Printing & Tickets 900              900              2,385           1,350           

Routine Repairs & Maintenance 5,000           5,000           5,000           5,000           

Signs -                   -                   1,300           900              

Liability Insurance 7,140           2,200           9,439           7,200           

GKLL Insurance Coverage -                   3,500           -                   482              

Telephone 3,000           1,500           4,500           1,200           

Computer -                   3,000           -                   1,020           

License & Fees 1,980           1,700           1,683           13,860         

Marketing 2,400           -                   600              

On-Line Sales Fees 56,000         56,000         56,000         56,000         

Data Processing Fees 4,025           3,849           1,911           880              

Bank Charges 21,628         1,500           1,500           300              

Auto Damages -                   4,500           2,500           1,500           

Remote Monitoring Services 6,000           6,552           9,125           5,580           

Network Security Fees 1,680           2,400           -                   696              

Sub- Total - Other Expenses 108,253$     97,951$       97,496$       99,518$       

Management Fee 9,056           18,000         13,800         

Total Operating Expense Budget 266,622$     399,919$     258,551$     310,441$     

Form A - Year One Operating Expenses (proposed)

Typical operating 
cost detail

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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4. Ten percent (10%) of Collections, after subtracting the Servicer Fee, are payable to Transportation 
Services Consultants LLC, but there is no definition of the services being provided by this entity in 
the contracts.

o Parking management contracts typically include a defined set of services being provided by all 
parties to the contract.

o Parking asset concession contracts can include miscellaneous fees for oversight or asset 
management, but these fees are clearly defined or capped and are not typically based on a 
percentage of revenues, especially in parking concessions where there is an ongoing revenue 
sharing arrangement.

Excerpt from the Master Agreement.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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5. The agreement does not include maps of meter locations, legal descriptions of the surface parking 
lots, or even basic descriptions of the number of spaces on each street or within each facility.

o This information is typically included in parking management agreements and parking asset 
concession agreements to clearly define the facilities for which the operator is responsible.

o The Chester agreement indicates that location descriptions and a map “…will be generated 
after installation…” of the parking meter equipment.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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Samples of parking asset location information from a typical municipal parking management contract.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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6. The contracts do not allow for review and approval of the Manager’s annual budget by the City, 
nor procedures to evaluate and remedy deviations from budget.

o These are standard in parking management contracts.

Excerpt from a typical municipal 
parking management contract 
related to the budgeting process 
and the city’s role in the process.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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7. The Chester contracts do not include any projections of financial performance provided by the 
Manager. FY 2021

Projected

FY 2022

Projected

FY 2023

Projected

FY 2024

Projected

FY 2025

Projected

Operating Revenue

Parking Meter Revenue 3,701,280$    6,090,021$     6,637,885$     6,812,323$     6,861,096$     

Residential Permit Parking 80,147$          80,147$           120,220$        120,220$        120,220$        

Meter Bagging 561,019$        845,056$        929,562$        950,688$        950,688$        

Boot Removal Fees 71,802$          109,031$        109,915$        110,806$        111,704$        

Meter Maintenance Cards 3,718$            5,600$             6,160$             6,300$             6,300$             

Other Revenue 132,773$        199,995$        199,995$        199,995$        199,995$        

Citation Revenue 1,854,834$    2,793,913$     2,793,913$     2,793,913$     2,793,913$     

Enhancement - Elimination of Payment Discount 578,903$        871,995$        871,995$        871,995$        871,995$        

Enhancement - POM Meter Replacement 122,541$        123,535$        129,853$        132,246$        133,318$        

Total Operating Revenues 7,107,018$    11,119,292$  11,799,497$  11,998,486$  12,049,229$  

Operating Expenses

Administrative Expenses 1,131,607$    1,159,897$     1,188,894$     1,218,616$     1,249,082$     

Contractual Services - Meters 38,167$          58,928$           60,401$           61,911$           63,459$           

Clerical 13,992$          14,341$           14,700$           15,067$           15,444$           

Office Supplies 3,655$            3,747$             3,840$             3,936$             4,035$             

Utilities 5,066$            7,822$             8,018$             8,218$             8,424$             

Uniforms 18,644$          28,785$           29,505$           30,243$           30,999$           

General Operations 85,842$          132,536$        135,849$        139,246$        142,727$        

Equipment 78,345$          120,960$        123,984$        127,083$        130,260$        

Repairs and Maintenance 23,739$          36,651$           37,567$           38,507$           39,469$           

Coin Collecting Expenses 25,513$          39,391$           40,375$           41,385$           42,419$           

Residential Permit Parking 41,981$          43,030$           44,106$           45,209$           46,339$           

Booting 6,392$            9,869$             10,115$           10,368$           10,628$           

Enforcement Services 1,110,235$    1,714,141$     1,756,994$     1,800,919$     1,845,942$     

Credit Card Fees 397,993$        622,680$        660,772$        671,915$        674,757$        

Management Fee - Base 78,436$          121,100$        124,128$        127,231$        130,412$        

Management Fee - Bonus 11,231$          17,571$           18,646$           18,960$           19,041$           

Parking Meter Recurring Software/Data Costs 407,970$        629,883$        645,630$        661,771$        678,315$        

Total Operating Expenses 3,478,806$    4,761,332$     4,903,525$     5,020,586$     5,131,750$     

Total Annual Capital Expenses 256,165$       404,474$        404,474$        404,474$        404,474$        

NET INCOME 3,372,047$    5,953,486$     6,491,498$     6,573,426$     6,513,005$     

o Financial projections or expectations 
are standard in parking management 
contracts.

o Parking asset monetization 
transactions also involve sharing 
financial projections between the 
parties.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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8. Specific operating standards are not detailed within the contracts.

o These standards are typically included in both parking management contracts and parking 
asset concession contracts.

Excerpts from a typical municipal parking concession agreement related to operations

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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9. There is no mention of the City having the ability to replace GATSO as the Servicer in the case of 
non-performance.

o This owner’s right is nearly universal in both parking management contracts and parking asset 
concessions.

10. The Servicer can assign its contract with the approval of the Manager, but the City’s approval is not 
required.

o Owner approval is nearly always required to change parking operators.

Excerpts from the City of Chester contracts.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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11. The contracts do not include defined minimum standards for the Manager related to maintenance 
of parking facility paving, striping, lighting, fencing, snow removal, etc.

o Detailed maintenance standards are often included in parking management contracts and are 
typically included in parking asset concession contracts.

Excerpts related to maintenance from a typical 
public entity parking concession agreement.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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12. There is clear definition of the consequences of a City default, including the penalties for default, 
but no clear definition of the consequences for a default by the Manager.

o Both parking management contracts and parking asset concession contracts typically define 
the responsibilities of all parties with an equivalent level of detail.

13. There is no requirement for the Servicer or Manager to have a physical office in the city with any 
specified number of employees – the contracts only require that there are an appropriate number 
of employees to do the required work.

o Parking management contracts typically define both the location and staffing requirements 
for the on-site office of the parking operator.

14. The contracts do not define a method or procedure for determining the value of spaces removed 
from service, but only state that the “…value shall be mutually negotiated between the Parties in 
good faith…”.

o Parking asset monetization transactions clearly define this procedure or calculation, so that all 
parties involved understand the implications of removing parking facilities or spaces from 
service.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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15. The default payment is due from the City within 30-days after default on the part of the City.

o This is an unusually short period of time compared to the typical parking management or 
parking asset concession contract.

16. Generally, the contracts are very one-sided in favor of the Manager, when compared with industry 
standards.

EVALUATION OF THE CHESTER PARKING CONTRACTS USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED)
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The contracts are very one-sided in favor of the Manager, when compared with parking industry 
standards.

As set forth above and based on Walker’s reading of the contracts:

• The contracts contain significant ambiguity in terms of each party’s responsibilities;

• The buyout and default payments appear excessive, and;

• The contracts are lacking significant detail from a parking operations perspective.

CONCLUSION


